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Dielectric Lens Antennas (DLA)

♦ DLA introduction

♦ Design and operation principles
♦ Methods of analysis 

♦ Physics behind the scene and 
 the bottle-necks in DLA analysis
♦ Numerical examples of exact analysis 
and synthesis of DLAs with the aid of IEs

Why it is important to 
use integral equation 
for analysis of DLAs?

 20 мм

Dielectric
lens

Feeding 
line

Photo of a DLA prototype 

Top view Bottom view
f = 28 GHz
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Dielectric Lens Antennas (DLA)

The lens is used to improve the radiation 
properties of primary sources (waveguide or 
printed antennas) by:

- Enhancing the gain/directivity

- Forming a desired radiation pattern

- Suppressing surface waves (for printed feeds)

Advantages of DLAs 

compact size, low cost, light weight, 
high radiation efficiency, etc.

Applications (mm and sub-mm)

communication systems, radars, imaging 
and spectroscopy systems, etc. 

Dielectric lens is a key component of integrated DLAs

D.M. Mittleman, 
ApPh-B, 1999

ACREO, Exhib. EuMW’03

L. Martin, et al., Proc. JCMM-02C.A. Fernandes, 
IEEE APM’99

BOSCH, Germany 2006

Communication systems

Automotive radars

Detectors for THz-TD- 
Spectroscopy systems
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Introduction: Lenses

Ray-tracing picture

Hemielliptic Lens = the most commonly used lens

GO focusing rule

Elliptic lens collects parallel 
rays in focus

Reciprocally, if fed by a point 
source, located in the focus, 
it produces a plane wave

Typical configurationsTypical parameters of lenses
Materials: rexolite (2.53), quartz (3.8), 
ceramics (5.6), and silicon (11.7)

Diameter: 3 ÷ 10 λ0

Shape: spherical, elliptical, arbitrary-shaped
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Introduction: Lenses

Lens or Resonator ?

 Any dielectric lens is an open dielectric 
 resonator of specific shape. 

 Its electromagnetic behavior is the interplay of 
   two major optical mechanisms, 
 i.e geometrical-optics focusing and 
wavelength- scale internal resonances. 

 Resonances are excited if the incident field 
 frequency hits the real part of the 
complex- valued frequency of a natural mode of the 
 resonator.

 Resonances Q-factors depend on lens shape, 
 size, and material. 

 Outside the high-Q resonances, 
geometrical- optics focusing is dominant. 

Focusing
ε = 3.8

Quartz

Plane 
wave

ε = 11.7
Silicon

Plane 
wave

Internal resonance
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A bottle-neck for further 
improvement of lens antennas

Resonance 
phenomena 

of 
compact-size  

dielectric lenses 

WANTED: Adequate #
CAD tools for analysis 

and synthesis

HBT = half bow-tie

Ref : A. Boriskin, et al., MOTL, 43 (6) : 515, 2004.

The HBT resonance in an extended 
hemielliptic silicon lens that spoils its 

focusing ability

# - fast and reliable

ε = 11.7
Silicon

Plane 
wave
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Methods of Analysis
 

 High-frequency approximations (GO & PO) 

 FDTD

 Integral Equations

 Commercial Software: no access to code / limited documentation
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Geometrical & Physical optics

Methods of analysis

  simplicity of formulation  

  very low computational cost 

  possibility of determining the 
influence of each reflection order

  reasonable accuracy for the 
large-size lenses only

Lens

Substrate 
Feed (patch)

- GO: to find approximate 
distribution of equivalent 
currents over the lens contour

- PO: to compute the fields 

by G. Godi (IETR, France)

Bottlenecks:
Size  & Curvature
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FDTD (Finite Differences in Time Domain)

Methods of analysis

Schematic view of the 
discretized computational 

space bounded by the 
Perfectly Matching Layer 

(PML)

 flexible to lens shape and feeds type 

 accurate when out of high-Q resonances

 high demands to computational time and resources

 no in-built criteria of accuracy

by A. Rolland (IETR France)

Sources of errors:
 Staircasting   

 Back reflection from the borders/corners 
 of the computational window

 Numerical dispersion

 Fourier Transform (time truncation)
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Integral Equations

  high analytical & computation cost,

  stable operation near and far from the 
sharp  natural resonances,

  controllable accuracy, i.e. possibility to 
minimize the error for any set of antenna 
parameters,

  no limitations on lens size, shape, 
 and material.

Methods of analysis

Possible bottle-necks:
- Slow convergence  
- Numerical resonances

Incident wave

uo γ

 y
 S2

The generalized problem geometry

2-D case

 S3 S1  S4

xε2ε1

ε3 ε4
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The scattering by dielectric objects can be reduced to..

1. Domain IE (volume IE - in 3D, and cross-sectional - in 2D)

- Dimension of the equation is equal to the dimension of the scattering problem. 
- Filling the matrices needs double or triple integrations.
- Range of the computable sizes of the scatterers is limited.

Boundary IEs can be derived..

by using the second Green’s formula            

   or        

by representing fields in terms of 
the single- and/or double-layer 
surface potentials 
over the contour S of the scatterer 

EM Solver based on IEs

2. Boundary IE (surface IE - in 3D, and contour IE - in 2D) 

The favorable choice due to reduction of the problem dimension.
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BIEs for an isolated dielectric cylinder (2-D case)

j =1,2 

Unknowns:

Plane wave in the 
receiving mode

Aperture source 
in the emitting  

mode

uo γ

  
  S

x

y

ε1ε2

D1D2

Isolated homogeneous dielectric lens 
- 2D model -

2-D Green’s function

Muller’s BIEs

S   is a smooth star-like curve
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Muller’s Boundary Integral Equations

     Parameterization:   S = S(t)    =>    Boundary conditions   =>  Uniquely solvable set of BIEs of the 

     Fredholm 2nd kind

Kernel properties are determined by the Green’s 
function  G  and its normal derivatives:

Log - Singular

Muller’s BIEs

Plane wave in the 
receiving mode

Aperture source 
in the emitting  

mode

uo γ

  
  S

x

y

ε1ε2

D1D2

                      or             for E- and  H- polarizations, respectively.L(t) – Jacobian    and 
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Computation of the log-singular integrals is improved by 
adding and subtracting the canonical-circle operators

Analytical regularization
is used to improve the rate of convergence of the numerical solution

EM Solver based on Muller’s BIEs

MAR concept :       A X = B    =>    X + CX = D

Log-singular

Smooth

Can be treated analytically

e.g.
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Discretization:

Monotonic convergence is guaranteed by 
the Fredholm nature on the MBIEs

Trigonometric-Galerkin scheme with angular exponents as the 
basic functions

EM Solver based on Muller’s BIEs

Resulting infinite matrix equation of the Fredholm 2nd kind type:

The kernels are smooth thanks to MAR
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Relative Computational Error Truncated matrix equation of the 
Fredholm 2nd kind type:

obtained as Fourier coefficients.

Estimation of the Truncation Error (in l2 ):

Muller’s Boundary IEs

3-digit accuracy is guaranteed by 
considering 50-150 equations *
Computational time for a frequency 
point: 5-10 sec * (PC AMD 3000+)

* depending on the lens size, 
curvature, and material.

Computational Accuracy of the Numerical Algorithm

Truncation number
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  MBIEs  =  a Powerful Engine for a CAD tool

Fast - Reliable - Efficient

Fast and universal convergence

Controlled accuracy for any set of lens / feed parameters

No limitation on lenses shape, size and material

Methods of analysis

References:
A.I. Nosich, “The Method of Analytical Regularization in wave-scattering and eigenvalue problems: foundations and 

review of solutions”, IEEE Antennas Propag. Magazine, vol. 41, no. 3, pp. 34-49, 1999. 
S.V. Boriskina, T.M. Benson, P. Sewell, and A.I. Nosich, “Accurate simulation of 2D optical microcavities with 

uniquely solvable boundary integral equations and trigonometric-Galerkin discretization”, J. Optical Soc. 
America A, vol. 21, no. 3, pp. 393-402, 2004. 

A.V. Boriskin, G. Godi, R. Sauleau, A.I. Nosich, “Small hemielliptic dielectric lens antenna analysis in 2-D: boundary 
integral equations vs. geometrical and physical optics,” IEEE AP Trans., vol. 56, no. 2, pp. 485-492, 2008. 

A.V. Boriskin, A. Rolland, R. Sauleau, and A.I. Nosich, “Validation of FDTD accuracy in the compact hemielliptic 
dielectric lens antenna analysis,” IEEE AP Trans., vol. 56, no. 3, pp. 758-764, 2008. 
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Numerical Results

♦ True electromagnetic performance of compact hemielliptical lenses

♦ Testing of accuracy, p. 1 : GO/PO vs MBIE

♦ Testing of accuracy, p. 2 : FDTD vs MBIE

♦ Synthesis of Beam-Switching DLA with the MBIE-GA/DG CAD tool
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2-D model of a hemielliptic dielectric lens

Problem Formulation

Geometry and notations 
of the 2D hemielliptic lens

Lens: smooth homogeneous dielectric 
   
 cylinder 

Profile representation: 
 analytical or cubic spline

Excitation:
 - Plane wave in receiving mode
 - Aperture feed (modeled by CSP)
   in emitting mode

Aperture feed 
(modeled by CSP)

Plane wave

uo γ
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- Strong internal 
reflections

- Focal spot is 
not a point. It 
size, shape, and 
location strongly 
depend on lens 
parameters

Quartz lens (ε = 3.8)

True EM performance: off-resonance focusing

More info: A.V. Boriskin, R. Sauleau, 
and A.I. Nosich, “Exact off-axis near 
fields of small-size extended 
hemielliptic lenses illuminated by 
plane waves,” JOSA-A (submitted 
Sept. 08, 2008). 

Initial guess for the 
optimal locations 

for elements of the 
feeding array

Near field maps
(receiving mode)
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Comparison - p.1
 

GO-PO vs. MBIEs
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GO&PO vs. MBIEs

Receiving mode

R
ex
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MBIEs        GO/PO

5 refl.

6 refl.

10 refl.
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Plane 
wave

Reasonable agreement is observed
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Normalized field intensity distribution inside the lenses 
along the lens flat bottom (off-resonance performance)

GO&PO vs. MBIEs

Rexolite Quartz

Silicon
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GO/PO is inaccurate when applied for 
description of the focal domain
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GO&PO vs. MBIEs

Rexolite Quartz Silicon

The lens flat-side size varies 
between 2.8 ×λ0 and 4 ×λ0. 

Fi
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Normalized frequency

GO/PO fails if internal resonances 
are excited (see Silicon lens)

Intensity in the aperture vs. frequency  (resonance performance)
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GO&PO vs. MBIEs

GO fails to describe the internal 
resonances intrinsic for lenses 

made of dense materials

MBIEs                GO/PO

Near-field maps of an HBT resonance 

Half-bowtie resonance in hemielliptic silicon lens

Normalized frequency
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 GO/PO fails to describe accurately the internal reflections in compact-size 
dielectric lenses (the inaccuracies relate to the focal domain size and 
shape as well as the level of field intensity).

 Inaccuracies of the GO/PO algorithm cannot be compensated by 
accounting for the multiple reflections.

 This prevents effective application of GO/PO algorithms for analysis of 
DLAs in receiving mode

More info: A.V. Boriskin, G. Godi, R. Sauleau, A.I. Nosich, “Small hemielliptic dielectric lens antenna 
analysis in 2-D: boundary integral equations vs. geometrical and physical optics”, 
IEEE Tran. Antennas Propag., vol. 56, no. 2, pp. 485-492, Feb. 2008.

GO&PO vs. MBIEs: Conclusions

 In emitting mode GO/PO can perform better due to lower impact of internal 
reflection on far-field characteristics unless an internal resonance is excited 
(need for additional investigation)
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Comparison - p.2

FDTD vs. MBIEs
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Normalized total radiation pattern of the E-polarized line current 
illuminating quartz (left) and silicon (right) hemielliptic lenses (ka=9.42).

Emitting mode: far-field analysis

FDTD vs. MBIEs
N
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Line 
current

Out of resonance: good agreement is observed
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FDTD vs. MBIEs

M
ai

n-
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am
 (b
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) d
ire

ct
iv

ity
Emitting mode: far-field analysis

Lens extension parameter

In resonances (far fields): 
a frequency shift appears 

Line 
current
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Silicon hemielliptic lenses (ka=9.42) excited by line E-current.

Half-bowtie (HBT) resonances differ 
between themselves in the number of in-
resonance field function variations along 
a characteristic triangular contour. 

FDTD vs. MBIEs
N

ea
r-

fie
ld

 in
te

ns
ity

 m
ap

s

In resonances (near fields): 
reasonable agreement 
obtained if the frequency shift 
is properly accounted
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The main beam directivity.

Main-lobe splitting is observed  
if an HBT resonance is excited

FDTD vs. MBIEs

Out of resonance

in resonance

in resonance

Influence of HBT resonances on 
radiation patterns of elliptical DLAs
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Near-filed maps

FDTD vs. MBIEs
Comparison of far- and near-fields of a 
silicon circular dielectric resonator 

(WGM: whispering-gallery modes)

Normalized frequency
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FDTD fails to characterize high-Q resonances
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FDTD vs. MBIEs: Conclusions

References:

A.V. Boriskin, A. Rolland, R. Sauleau, A.I. Nosich,
“Assessment of FDTD Accuracy in the Compact Hemielliptic Dielectric Lens Antenna Analysis ”, 
IEEE Tran. Antennas Propag., vol. 56, no. 3, pp. 758-764, Mar. 2008.

A.V. Boriskin, A. Rolland, R. Sauleau, A.I. Nosich, “Test of the FDTD accuracy in the analysis of the scattering 
resonances associated with high-Q whispering-gallery modes of a circular cylinder,” 
J. Optical Society of America A, vol. 25, no. 5, May 2008.

 Near to high-Q resonances the error in computations can be unacceptably high. 
Denser meshing reduces these errors to the level determined by parameters of 
the algorithm but does not eliminate it. 

 FDTD algorithm can be applied for compact DLA analysis made of low and 
middle density materials

 Should be used with great caution when applied to the scattering by dielectric 
objects having specific shapes and made of dense materials. 
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DLA synthesis
 

MBIE + GA + DG

Lens profile optimization is needed to 
compensate for finite size of the lens 
and for directive nature of the feed.
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BS-DLA Synthesis

- main-directivity degrades vs. 
feed off-axis displacement

- scanning angle does not 
depend on the polarization Feed off-axis displacement

y0

a

Main-beam 
direction

How to improve the performance for 
the off-axis feeds?

Hemielliptic lens has only one focus… 

Radiation characteristics of the initial hemielliptic DLA

* Photo is borrowed from:  L. Martin, et al., Proc. JCMM-02
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Photo of the shaped lens *

DLA Synthesis

DLA synthesis aimed at improvement of radiation characteristics 
(gain, rad. patter, etc.)

Why to use MBIEs ?

Analysis: 

The curvature is growing:
  - GO: fails even for electrically large lenses
  - FDTD: staircasting error and 
         computational time are growing

Natural frequencies and Q-factors 
 are unknown (accuracy - ?)

Synthesis: 

Large number of unknowns: speed of solver 
operation is very important* borrowed from B. Bares, R. Sauleau, 

IEEE Tran. AP vol. 53, no.3, 2005.
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Geometry and notations of the problem. 

DLA Synthesis
Lens:

 Rexolite (ε = 2.53) with Ø ~ 6λ0 

 Contour: cubic splines with a uniform 
angular mesh (edge is fixed)

 Initial profile: hemiellipse with 

 Symmetrical with respect to the x-axis 
 (shadowed half is mirrored)

Problem formulation

Number of possible geometries: (n) m 

  m – number of unknowns

  n  – number of parameter values

Feed: 
 each feed is simulated by the Complex 
Source Point (CSP) beam

 BS-Array: 5 of CSP feeds with varying 
aperturs and spacing

CSP near-field map

Rigorous mathematical model

Directive beam 

Beam width is controlled by a 
single parameter (virtual 
aperture size)
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Flowchart of the optimization routine:

EM solver 
based on the 

MBIEs

Optimization 
loop based on 

Genetic 
Algorithms

(global)

CAD tool based on MBIE + GA + DG

Initialize population of 
random individuals 

Evaluate the cost 
function for each 

individual

Sort, Store the 
perspective ones, 
Skip the rest

Check for the 
“goodness”

GA: Produce a new 
generation via 

crossover & mutation 
(tournament principle)

Happy End

Start

Optimization 
loop based on 

Gradient 
Algorithms

(local)

Fine tuning of the 
design by local 
manipulation of 

parameters

Initial guess - ? 
(analytical or 
generated by GA)
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BS-DLA Synthesis

- optimal number of spline 
nodes is 10 (for the given size 
and material of the lens)

- shaping does not help much 

Lens shaping // Descent Gradient (DG) algorithm
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Lens shaping // Descent Gradient (DG) algorithm

BS-DLA Synthesis

Ripples 
help to 

suppress 
side-lobes
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BS-DLA Synthesis

GA: global search for “nearly optimal” solutions 
DG: local search for the nearest “best” one. 

Hemiellipse is a good initial guess 
 (for the given task)

Lens shaping does not help much 

Lens shaping // Genetic Algorith (GA) + Descent Gradient (DG)
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Joint optimization of Lens shape and Array parameters // GA + DG

BS-DLA Synthesis

Key to success: joint optimization 
of the lens and array

GA: poor convergence at later 
stage of optimization. To boost the 
rate of convergence hybridization 
with local-search algorithms is 
needed.
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Joint optimization of Lens shape and Array parameters (GA + DG)

BS-DLA Synthesis

Advantage is achieved due to 
main beam sharpening and side-
lobe suppression

(main-beam directions are fixed)

N
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Characteristics of the “very best” synthesized BS-DLA

BS-DLA Synthesis

Optimization: from E-to-H polarization

Values of Lens/Array parameters

Operation of the BS-DLA in the 
frequency band of ± 5%

Trade-off between polarization is observed

Optimal array configuration is the same for 
both polarizations

Optimal shape is sensitive for polarization
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MBIEs enable one to develop a fast and reliable numerical algorithm 
capable of accurate description of electromagnetic performance of 
reduced-size arbitrary-shaped scatterers. 

MBIE-based solver can be integrated with global/local optimization 
routings and used for fast synthesis of DLAs with advanced 
radiating characteristics.

Conclusions

It is important to use MBIEs for analysis and synthesis of DLAs because… 


